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About This Game

Brought to you by Charm Games, the award-winning developers of FORM, Twilight Path is a virtual reality fantasy puzzle
adventure that takes you on an otherworldly journey to meet wandering spirits, enchanted sentries, and mischievous gods.

Twilight Path draws on inspiration from beloved films such as Spirited Away, Princess Mononoke, The Dark Crystal and The
Neverending Story.

Transported to a surreal realm between the real world and the afterlife, you awaken to discover you have become trapped in this
mystical spirit world. You'll come to learn that your only path home leads through ancient and abandoned Great Wheel. Along
the way, the unlikely companions will encounter a land of beauty, mystery, and life. Only by restoring the world to balance can

you return to the life you left behind.

Charm Games is a small independent studio of industry veterans from Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. The games we
make are passion projects for our whole team, based on our shared belief that virtual reality can make the impossible possible.

Since releasing our first game, FORM, we have been humbled by your support and enthusiasm. Please enjoy!
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Zero instructions, minimalist graphics and sound, not recommended as is.. New chapter in UBERVERSE bringing even more
excitement.
8/10. The game needs a lot of work, from simple things like bugs and graphical glitches to large things like story inconsistencies,
proper english, a proper tutorial and a better gameplay. The fact that the last update happened on May gives me very little hope
for the future of this game. Of course, something may have happened to the Dev, and i wouldn't blame them for it, but be aware
of how regular the updates really are when buying this game by taking this in mind. With that being said, the idea is quite
interesting, and although it did remind me of "Papers, Please", It offered what i think is a fresh take in the "Be a government
employee in a Dystopian Environment\/Country" genre.

Still, i wouldn't recommend purchasing it now, not even in a sale. Perhaps a couple of updates from now i might reconsider my
opinion.. When I heard the announcement of this route I was so excited! But now that I have it, I'm
pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off...

There are a LOT of bugs with this route, some are:

1) When I am using the Comet V cab car with the ALP-45DP and I turn on the bell from the Comet V cab car, the bell turns on
also in the ALP-45DP.

2) When I am using the F40PH-2CAT loco, pressing "B" doesn't turn on the bell which it should.

3) There's only ONE scenario for the Comet V cab car.

4) There is a LOT of lag. I have a very high end gaming PC and I still get VERY bad performance, it is so annoying!

Overall, I do NOT recommend this route. I paid $45 expecting something great, that obviously didn't happen.... \udb40\udc21.
As the game states, you use simple logic to move your green block through the level to make it touch the goal block. It mixes in
other types of blocks that have differnt properties when your green block touches them as you progress through the later game
levels.

Total length of game is on the short side. A friend and I both purchsed it, loaded it up, and started the first level at the same time
time. He finshed the game at about 30 minutes of total play time, and I was a few minutes behind him.

There isn't much of a soundtrack, with only an on\/off setting for the background music in game. So, dependng on your OS
sound playback settings, the game may come accross quite loud until you adjust it down. Also, the game first loads up with the
sound turned off, so make sure to hit the sound icon on the main start screen if you want it on before starting the levels.

Overall, the game is a bit on the easy side, as far as puzzel games go, with the total length of the game leaving something more
to be desired. It also had a few levels that were less puzzel based and more so just hammering the direction key until you timed
correctly moving your block through at the right time.

For the price, it made for an ok time. I recommend grabbing a friend and seeing who can finish all the levels faster to get more
out of this game.. This looks like a very useable pack visually.
The main catch is unlike the RTP they aren't useable out of the box.

There's the whole preamble of having to set up a tileset in the database for each of the 8 possible variants (there's 4 themes each
of interior and exterior set), setting the passability, table passthru, ladders, character feet translucency, etc. for each set.

Looks like that may be due to VX Ace not having a resource type for database import snippets.

In that case the DLC should come with screenshots to follow showing all the correct settings for the tileset attributes needed for
each possible theme. The same group that makes the RTP assets to begin with (meaning they have the most knowledge of the
appropriate attributes for the tilesets they make) is putting these out as paid asset extenstions so I don't think it's an unreasonable
expectation to have screenshots included detailing the proper setup to use these tilesets in a game.
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The closer Degica can get to making these work out of the box (using setup screenshots or otherwise) to that of the RTP that
comes with RPGMVXA (requiring zero setup to use in a game) the more asset packs they will sell.. base control mechanics lack
precision and control of any kind.
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bought the game cause its a classic from when i was a kid and the game starts fine but then the mouse starts jumping all over the
place and i cant control it!!!. *******SPOILERS!!!!!!*********

Lovely looking game, but ultimately I simply quit. I found it frustratingly slow and the story very sad. I don't have a lot of time
to spend gaming, so ultimately I went elsewhere.

( Who wants to spend spare time making themselves sad? Your results may, of course, vary.). This is one of the most frustrating
games I have ever played. That is not entirely bad. I got through the game a few levels a day, since that was about all I could
take. I thought there was 15 levels and I was OK with that, but it turned out to be 60 levels, with 10 bonus levels. In 15 hours I
completed all 60 with 3 stars (one for completion, one for all brains and one for beating the time) and a few of the bonus levels,
with a few levels completed on nightmare difficulty. That's right, a difficulty that is just off the charts. Needless to say, the
difficulty is not for everyone and I got my money's worth without trying the extreme frustration level. So even skipping like half
the game, it is well worth buying and I highly recommend it.. Lots of seafaring fun with all of it's parts. Like a lot of games it
can be exasperating at times especially when your maxed out fleet loses to a wimpy faction. Not a whole lot of differences no
matter what level you play at except on Easy you don't have to worry that a port won't buy your cargo or that your homeport
won't like any of their cargo.

There are 2 methods of combat. You can control all your ships in a high resolution graphic war or use Autoresolve that
determines the winner. At first I used the graphic option but found that controling 5 warships was a problem, especially since
more often than not your surrounded by islands that will rip ships apart and the ships are not capable of sharp turns. The enemy
of course is on the seaward side of the islands. Additionally your ships will not fire near as often as the enemy. If you put all the
ships on auto except the flagship they will run right into an island and sink.

The skill your Captains receive for destroying enemy ships are pretty much useless. They can still be womped by a wimpy
enemy and they will sooner or later.

The Galleon is a bit over rated in the game. It is a slow clumbersome ship more suited for cargo but the game lists it as a war
ship. Back in those days a Scooner captained by an experienced captain could defeat one. The trick was to sail around behind
them and hit them from behind. Another trick was to watch for the flash of the Galleon's cannon. Unlike shells of today it took
a while for the cannon balls to reach you. You knew that the Galleon would be leading his target so a quick turn to the port or
starboard would cause a miss. You didn't want to get hit by them even once!

When the Frigate came out most nations switched to it because it was faster and more manuverable that a Galleon.

Enuf of the history lesson, lol. It's a fun game if you like strategy sea wars.. A nice add-on for flavor.. Fairly standard point and
click adventure game, for what it's worth. Doesn't quite capture the feeling of discovery and accomplishment that comes from
putting things together. As it is, Holmes is always one step ahead of the player--which can still make for a great story, but it
doesn't really let you have the experience of playing as the great Sherlock Holmes. Fun enough, and worth a playthrough, but
between taking what ends up feeling like a very passive role in the story and some quirks of gameplay that end up being rather
annoying--particularly in those sections of the game requiring precise timing--it's all a bit of a let down at the end.. -The enemies
can shoot at you through the bottom of your ship
-The enemies don't have any sound effects (hard to know when they're shooting at you)
-There's aim assist...you're using one of the most advanced pointing devices on the planet, and there's aim assist...
-The game claims that there are more levels to come, yet it's not in Early Access?
-At the end of the last level, after collecting tons of coins, you don't get to use any of them...
-There are random roller coaster type movements (fast changes in speed and direction) just to make sure you feel nauseous.. I
like where this is going so far, for how recent it has come out I feel that it has done a good job so far. There are so issue yes, but
I'm sure the devs are hard at work fixing that.

As far as gameplay goes, it's playable if a bit clunky, that I feel should be polished up first, other wise it's a great start to what
could be an incredible game.. Trapped. I'm locked in an oven trying desperately to hold my breath. 5 of my friends have been
brutally chopped up before my very eyes. The killer passes by, two giant butcher cleavers gloomy in the late evening sun. He
laughs for a moment to himself, does he know i'm here? He steps closer, is it my time? He passes by and then grabs one of my
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friends out of a closet and brutally chops them to pieces. JONATHAN WHY? WHY JONATHAN ARE YOU MURDERING
EVERYONE?!?!

I don't know if I'll survive but I do know that I'll die not regretting this purchase. COME ON ITS ONLY A $1!!!!!

In conclusion, 10\/10. Really suspenseful!. Hello , I've got the game if you want my impressions after 3 hours here it is :

To begin with , we play as Boom or Zap , two magicians who want to rescue The Spritelings and save the world from an evil
sorcerer . Well , I don't know if story is something important in games like this anyway.

First thing we can notice is that the game is (was) designed for mobile use. But everything works fine with the mouse. The only
thing I don't like with the mouse is the camera movement , this should be better on mobile.

In terms of gameplay, this is a classic match-3 game just like may others. But unlike the others, this time clearing the the board
won't be enough , you have to make a way through The Spritelings. That's what makes this game interesting and also
challenging. The challenge like others match-3 games comes from the obvious limited moves, blocs that need several hit to be
broken, ennemies and so on. In order to help you in your quest, you'll have access to some powers. From where I am, I unlocked
2 of them.

Like I said , we're in front of a mobile game but what is really great is that we don't have the downsides of those games. I mean ,
there's no micro-transaction , you don't have to wait for lives. You can play whenever you want and that is pretty great.

For now I've done 25 levels and some were already tough or maybe I'm just bad at these kind of games lol. However there's
something that can be really annoying : music. I only heard one music so far.

Finally, I'd like to say that this game is a good one, the fact that there's no mobile games
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t is a good point allowing players to play at their own pace.

PS : Sorry for bad english !
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